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H I G H L I G H T S

• A Li-ion BESS market overview of Europe, the Middle East and Africa is presented.

• Existing Li-ion BESS use-cases are analyzed.

• Key drivers enabling the implementation of Li-ion BESS projects are discussed.

• Requirements and associated risk factors are evaluated.

• The future relevant technological developments and market trends are assessed.
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A B S T R A C T

Large-scale Lithium-ion Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) are gradually playing a very relevant role within
electric networks in Europe, the Middle East and Africa (EMEA). The high energy density of Li-ion based bat-
teries in combination with a remarkable round-trip efficiency and constant decrease in the levelized cost of
storage have led to the recent boom of the technology. However, many of the potential applications of large-scale
battery systems are not economically viable at this point in time. As a result, several BESS projects are being
pushed by the industry towards specific niches which are based on revenue streams that can be rather complex
than straightforward. The aim of this paper is to provide an overview of how large-scale Li-ion BESS are cur-
rently being implemented in the EMEA region, giving an answer to the following questions: what are the main
use-cases of large-scale Li-ion batteries that are being implemented? What are the key factors that are enabling
the deployment of BESS projects in the present markets? How can current tendencies be extrapolated to the
future outlook of Li-ion BESS implementations? The large-scale energy storage market is evolving at a very fast
pace, hence this review paper intends to contribute to a better understanding of the current status of Li-ion
battery systems focusing on the economic feasibility that is driving the realization of Li-ion BESS projects in the
EMEA region.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Large-scale BESS are gaining importance around the globe because
of their promising contributions in distinct areas of electric networks.
Up till now, according to the Global Energy Storage database, more
than 189 GW of equivalent energy storage units have been installed
worldwide [1] (including all technologies). The need for the im-
plementation of large-scale energy storage systems arises with their
advantages in order to support the penetration of renewable energy

sources (RES), increase grid flexibility, ensure system reliability, enable
the development of new energy business models, reduce the require-
ments for additional network interconnections and support distribution
system operators (DSOs), as well as transmission system operators
(TSOs) [2]. As for now, promises are high that energy storage systems
will enable a large integration of RES within the electric networks [3].

Out of the distinct energy storage technologies, electrochemical
batteries have been undergoing a large increase in number of im-
plementations due to the fast decline in their cost, favorable perfor-
mance and modularity. From a technical point of view, large-scale
electrochemical BESS have two significant advantages over most
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conventional energy generators present in electric networks. First, they
are capable of providing a very fast response - chemical batteries can
ramp up to full power (both discharge and charge) within milliseconds.
Second, they present a lot of operational flexibility being able to easily
change their mode of deployment within the limitations of battery
power and energy capacity. Out of numerous electrochemical battery
families, Li-ion based storage solutions are currently leading the
market. The main reasons for this are a very high energy density in
combination with an already existing technology knowledge because of
their implementation in distinct applications and markets such as mo-
bile phones and notebooks. These conditions have been accentuated
with a significant research and development push - only within the last
decade, prices have been reduced by a factor of ten and energy densities
have doubled [4].

The specific qualities and advantages of Li-ion BESS lead to a broad
range of distinct applications where they can potentially be beneficial,
both FTM (Front-of-the-Meter) and BTM (Behind-the-Meter). These
include: grid services, distribution and transmission system congestion
management, renewable energy integration, arbitrage, peak shaving,
microgrids and aggregation. However, the real-world implementation
of large-scale Li-ion BESS does not cover all potential use-cases that are
related to the listed applications because in their vast majority they do
not present economic feasibility. Hence, the realization of large-scale
Li-ion BESS projects is constrained by specific conditions that need to be
met in order to build a profitable business case, which usually implies
the necessity to combine two or more revenue streams [5]. Never-
theless, the nature of the added value that each of those revenue
streams represents can be completely different for each use-case, and
are not always based on present economic profitability. All in all, the
practicability of large-scale Li-ion BESS is highly dependent on the
geographical location as well as on the particular energy market design.

When thinking of large-scale energy storage projects, the most
outstanding potential application is without a doubt energy time ar-
bitrage - shifting production of energy generators to peak consumption
periods would enable a large integration of RES [6]. Moreover, the
possibility to mitigate side-effects (such as over-voltage) to allow large-
scale introduction of residential renewable generators in distribution
networks is appealing [7]. In reality, however, none of them is eco-
nomically feasible at this point in time, hence the vast implementation
of Li-ion BESS projects in Europe, the Middle East and Africa (EMEA) is
focusing on very distinct applications. These can be rather complex
than straightforward, not from a technical perspective, but in order to
optimize revenue streams to foster their financial viability. The sig-
nificant increase in Li-ion based BESS projects is occurring because of a

very strong market push - the BESS industry is discovering new niches
that enabled the implementation of outsize battery systems on a global
scale. Up to date, the largest commissioned Li-ion BESS has a size of 129
MWh and was implemented at the Hornsdale power reserve in Australia
in 2017 [8]. Moreover, the biggest signed Li-ion BESS project that is
going to be built in California in 2020, is almost ten times as big with up
to 1100 MWh [9]. This magnification of large-scale Li-ion batteries
showcases the increasing relevance of energy storage systems within
electricity networks.

The gradual implementation of Li-ion BESS in the EMEA region has
been following an exponential growth during recent years with an an-
nual increase of almost 50% [10]. This very fast pace shows a positive
turnaround for the introduction of energy storage technologies in
electricity networks to accelerate the establishment of renewable re-
sources. From here on, the future outlook of large-scale Li-ion storage
systems can diverge significantly from the present status. First, many of
the current use-cases where Li-ion BESS are being deployed will shift
towards new applications. The reason for this is that some of the present
markets are expected to congest in the near future. Furthermore, new
market opportunities will arise with the constant decrease in cost, en-
ergy storage policy changes and push towards new deployments.
Second, the utilized technologies might undergo changes, not only
because of the still ongoing improvements on Li-ion batteries, but also
due to the emergence of new energy storage technologies for similar
applications.

1.2. Relevant literature and contributions

Recently, a large number of relevant reviews and studies have been
published focusing on stationary storage markets, technologies, appli-
cations, policies, and business cases. Several annual reports, such as the
Solar Media energy storage opportunity review [11], the stationary
storage report from the European Commission [12] and the European
market monitor from the European Association for Storage of Energy
[10], give a broad overview of installed energy storage capacity, prices,
project examples, and future market forecast. Furthermore, [13] de-
monstrated a good approach to quantify existing storage markets in
numerous European countries. Beyond a general market overview,
many publications focused on analyzing and comparing distinct storage
technologies, from a technological point of view [14–16], but also as-
sessing the economic viability and costs within distinct applications
such as [17] and [18]. With regard to technological specifications and
developments of Li-ion batteries, [19] and [20] provided a detailed
review of the state-of-the-art. When it comes to potential applications of

Nomenclature

BESS Battery Energy Storage System
BMS Battery Management System
BTM Behind-the-Meter
BoP Balance of Plant
CAPEX Capital Expenditures
C&I Commercial & Industrial
DER Distributed Energy Resources
DSO Distribution System Operator
EFR Enhanced Frequency Response
EMEA Europe, the Middle East and Africa
EPC Engineering, Procurement and Construction
EV Electric Vehicle
FCR Frequency Containment Reserve
FFR Firm Frequency Response
FTM Front-of-the-Meter
HVAC Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning
HV High Voltage

IRR Internal Rate of Return
LCOE Levelized Cost of Electricity
LCOS Levelized Cost of Storage
Li-ion Lithium ion
LV Low Voltage
MENA The Middle East and North Africa
MV Medium Voltage
OPEX Operational Expenditures
PCS Power Conversion System
PHES Pumped Hydro Energy Storage
PoI Point of Interconnection
PPA Power Purchase Agreement
RES Renewable Energy Sources
RfG Requirements for Generators
SoC State of Charge
SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
TSO Transmission System Operator
UPS Uninterruptible Power Supply
VPP Virtual Power Plant
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stationary storage, numerous publications analyzed distinct technically
feasible use-cases for Li-ion batteries from a global perspective such as
[21] and [22], but also focused on specific use-cases such as frequency
regulation [23] or capacity reserve [24]. Considering the regulatory
framework, [25] provided relevant discussion points for the required
policies within the European Union in order to ease the integration of
storage technologies. Lastly, several publications focused on the eco-
nomic business case of distinct energy storage use-cases or application
stacking. Some reports, such as [26], showcased different markets,
while others evaluated specific countries such as Germany [27] and
[28], or the Netherlands [29].

The objective of the present review paper is to address several of the
above-mentioned topics, creating a broad overview of the current
market status of large-scale Li-ion BESS for the entire EMEA region,
analyzing the existing use-cases. The geographical area has been se-
lected as it represents a common geographical division used by large
industries (including battery manufacturers), and the combination of
European, Middle Eastern and African countries is often employed for
energy storage market reviews [30], as well as scientific reports
[31,32]. However, instead of solely evaluating the economic feasibility
of specific applications and/or projects, the present work focuses on
assessing the main causes, both in terms of monetized revenues and
non-monetized value, which are responsible for the implementation of
existing storage systems within the entire region. This is done from a
market perspective, in order to understand the present and future de-
velopment of Li-ion technologies. Hence, the main contributions of this
paper can be summarized as follows:

1. A Li-ion BESS market overview in the EMEA region is presented.
2. Existing Li-ion BESS use-cases are analyzed.
3. The requirements and key drivers that enable the implementation of

Li-ion BESS projects and associated risk factors are evaluated.
4. The future relevant technological developments and market trends

are assessed.

2. State-of-the-art: Li-ion technology and applications

Li-ion based battery technologies have been present for many dec-
ades in areas such as portable electronic devices and power tools.
However, just in recent years, they have gained presence in large-scale
grid related applications, undergoing a big research push in order to
improve energy density, cost reduction, charging speed and safety.
Furthermore, constant advances are being made on the system level of
large-scale batteries in order to enhance overall efficiency and the
performance of control systems, power electronics, and HVAC (Heating,
Ventilating and Air Conditioning). Now, taking into account the present
status of the technology, this section focuses on the advantages and
properties of Li-ion cells, the general layout of large-scale BESS, and the
possible applications for stationary energy storage. Note that the ob-
jective of this section is to provide a high-level overview of the tech-
nology. The interested reader is referred to [33] for further descriptions
and detailed specifications.

2.1. Li-ion battery cells

Li-ion cells are based on the same principle as most electrochemical
battery units with a cathode, anode, separator, and electrolyte. The
cathode is composed of a lithium metal oxide, the anode mostly of
carbon (graphite), the separator of a porous polymeric material and the
electrolyte of lithium salt dissolved in an organic solvent [34]. The
existing Li-ion cell types are differentiated based on the lithium-ion
donator in the cathode since this is the main component that de-
termines the cell properties. When comparing lithium to other metals
that are being used in energy storage technologies, it presents notice-
able benefits since it is non-toxic, very light and electropositive.
Nevertheless, it is also highly reactive which creates severe safety

issues. Some of the main benefits and drawbacks of Li-ion cells are
shown in Table 1 [19].

Without any doubt, the main advantage of Li-ion batteries is their
high specific energy which can go up to 250 kWh/kg for commercially
available products. This enables a significant size reduction that can be
very beneficial for many applications - especially for portable devices.
Furthermore, in combination with the high power capability, the
technology has proven to be more than suitable for electric vehicles
(EVs) and energy applications, both grid-tied as well as off-grid.
Notwithstanding the beneficial technological advantages, Li-ion BESS
also have two very significant drawbacks. First, Li-ion batteries are
expensive, and even though the cost has been decreasing drastically
during recent years, it is still quite high, making many of the possible
use-cases in large-scale energy applications non-viable. Second, it is
quite complex to build safe battery cells that contain lithium - addi-
tional measures are required to protect from thermal runaway in-
cidents. So far this has been tackled by not using metallic lithium, but
rather compounds that are able to donate lithium ions.

There are several distinct Li-ion battery cell types that are being
implemented in different applications within the storage industry. The
most mature configurations are listed below together with their pre-
dominant applications and can be distinguished based on the metal
oxide that composes the cathode:

• Lithium Cobalt Oxide (LCO) - Portable electronic devices
• Lithium Manganese Oxide (LMO) - Medical equipment
• Lithium Iron Phosphate (LFP) - EV/ Grid storage
• Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide (NMC) - Power tools/ EV/
Grid storage
• Lithium Nickel Cobalt Aluminum Oxide (NCA) - EV/ Grid storage

Out of these, NCA, NMC and LFP are the main configurations that
are considered for grid storage applications because of three key fac-
tors: high specific energy/power, durability and material availability. In
comparison, LCO based Li-ion cells are by far the most mature tech-
nology due to their big success in the cellphone and laptop industry.
However, they do not present an advantageous lifetime durability that
is critical for grid storage use-cases. Moreover, cobalt is gradually be-
coming a scarce resource, whereby manufacturers tend to reduce and/
or avoid relying on it. Nowadays, NCA and NMC are most commonly
used in grid storage projects, whilst LFP cells, despite their lower spe-
cific energy, are very promising for future implementation due to high
safety and very long durability. Up to date, according to global market
share statistics, the main Li-ion cell manufacturers are Panasonic Sanyo,
CATL, BYD, LG Chem and Samsung.

2.2. Large-scale BESS layout

The general layout of large-scale Li-ion BESS is composed of several

Table 1
Advantages and disadvantages of Li-ion battery cells

Strengths/Weaknesses

+ High specific energy and power
+ Long calendar and cycle life
+ High round-trip efficiency
+ Adequate operational temperature range
+ High reliability
+ Diversity with distinct chemistry
+ Low self-discharge rate
+ Satisfactory charging speed

− High capital cost
− Advanced BMS required
− Safety incidents with thermal runaway
− Material bottleneck
− Weak recovery and recycling
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subsystems that enable operation, control, thermal management and
grid integration based on a modular configuration. The main included
elements are the battery system, the coupling system and the grid
connection which are represented in Fig. 1. These are very dependent
on appropriate sizing in order to optimize the overall performance and
revenues [35]. Furthermore, due to the degradation of Li-ion cells over
time, large-scale BESS often require to be over-sized and/or include the
possibility to re-stack, which is why the modularity of individual
components is indispensable. Note that the implementation scope of
each subsystem can vary depending on the BESS manufacturer, the
engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) contractor, and the
project environment.

The core of the Battery System is made up of battery packs - these
usually represent the smallest modular battery component that is
commercially available. Every battery pack includes then several
modules that are set up at the same voltage level containing hundreds
of small Li-ion cells each. The HVAC system is responsible to maintain
the battery packs within the permitted operational temperature range.
This is a very critical constituent since the required energy to operate
the HVAC can have a notorious impact on the overall efficiency and
performance of the BESS. Lastly, the battery management system (BMS)
is the control system that manages the overall operation of the battery
regarding energy, including charge/discharge rate, state of charge
(SoC) limitations, the balance of plant (BoP), status monitoring and
internal power electronics if applicable.

The System Coupling is composed of a power conversion system
(PCS) that is required in order to adapt the output signal of the Battery
System to the point of interconnection (PoI) with the grid. This usually
includes a power inverter to adapt DC to AC as well as a transformer to
step up the voltage in case the PoI is at medium voltage (MV) or higher.
The inverter might be directly integrated in the battery system or de-
ployed externally depending on the BESS architecture, which can be
either module integrated or centralized [36]. Meanwhile, the step-up
transformer is usually out of the BESS scope (enclosed battery system).
In addition to the PCS, the System Coupling does also include all phy-
sical lines and/or cables as well as protection schemes.

Grid integration refers to all the components that enable the inter-
action with adjacent systems. These can be directly connected loads,
renewable energy sources such as PV plants and wind farms among
others, distribution or transmission grids of large electric networks and
entire micro-grids. The elements that support grid integration are fo-
cused on data acquisition, monitoring and control of all involved ele-
ments. This can be done by means of metering units and SCADA systems
(Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition), overall system level control
to improve energy dispatch of one or more applications, and possible
operational optimization to maximize revenue streams and enhance
market participation.

2.3. Li-ion BESS applications

Battery energy storage systems can cover the full range of the grid
layout from low voltage (LV) up to high voltage (HV) including off-grid
microgrids [35]. As for the purpose of the present paper, only large-
scale Li-ion BESS applications are considered - the indicative minimum
size is set at 50 kW storage systems. Hence, everything below that
number is treated as residential storage and falls out of the scope of the
review.

The possible applications of Li-ion BESS can be subdivided in three
main groups: front-of-the-meter, behind-the-meter and microgrids. FTM
is by far the category with most potential use-cases, including all grid
services, wholesale market participation, large-scale renewable in-
tegration and support on transmission systems as well as distribution
systems. Furthermore, large-scale BESS are most likely to play a re-
levant role within these applications. Next, BTM use-cases are centered
on smaller batteries for a commercial & industrial (C&I) usage, which
can be up-scaled by means of aggregation. Lastly, microgrids can also

play a very relevant role, both in remote off-grid locations that rely on
renewable resources as well as grid-connected systems that require
backup solutions. See the detailed list of applications for each category
in Table 2 [37].

Even though there are many potential applications, it is important
to highlight that not all of them are economically feasible at this mo-
ment in time. Depending on each use-case, the value that distinct ap-
plications can provide varies significantly between each other [38].
Because of this, the present feasibility of large-scale Li-ion BESS projects
cannot be related to all listed applications, and does often strongly rely
on the combination of several of them. This can pose major challenges
for the implementation of energy storage projects: unclear compensa-
tion schemes, operating models and ownership [39].

3. Li-ion BESS market overview

The large-scale Li-ion BESS market within the EMEA region is
growing at a very fast pace, surpassing the number of installed MWh on
a yearly basis. Overall, Li-ion storage solutions still represent a rather
small share in comparison with pumped hydro energy storage (PHES)
systems which have been present for many years, especially performing
time arbitrage, forecast error correction and frequency control [1].
Nevertheless, the rate at which Li-ion based technologies are emerging
in recent years is outstanding. The technical advantage of Li-ion BESS,
constant decrease in price, operational flexibility and a big range of

Fig. 1. Illustrative layout of a Li-ion stationary storage system interacting with
loads, renewable energy sources, and/or the electric network.
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potential applications can be very attractive. However, this is not ap-
plicable to every mentioned use-case and all regions. Present economic
feasibility and project implementation are highly focused on a limited
number of combined use-cases and specific conditions in certain regions
and/or countries.

3.1. Existing use-cases

Li-ion BESS do undoubtedly present a vast number of potential
applications where they can be beneficial in terms of overall value.
Nevertheless, without economic feasibility, the implementation of BESS
is rather unlikely with the exception of some singular cases. Currently,
there is a limited number of use-cases that are not only favorable from a
technical perspective but also present a profitable business case. This is
because of the cost of Li-ion technologies - even though Li-ion batteries
are facing constant price decrease, overall they are still an expensive
technology. Furthermore, almost all economically viable projects are
based on the combination of several applications that create diversified
revenue streams.

Until now, the main implemented use-cases of large-scale Li-ion
BESS in the EMEA region are the following:

• 1 - FTM Grid services - Primary reserve (FFR/FCR) co-optimized
with imbalance netting, potentially improved with capacity market
revenues.
• 2 - FTM Renewables integration - Time arbitrage, forecast cor-
rection and ramping in combination with possible grid services in
remote and/or isolated locations.
• 3 - BTM Commerial & industrial - Peak demand reduction and self-
consumption in combination with possible grid services through
aggregation.
• 4 - Off-grid microgrids - Diesel abatement in remote and/or com-
pletely isolated locations.

Note that the viability of the aforementioned use-cases is completely
dependent on the specific energy market condition and location.

3.2. Geographical market share

The presence of the main existing Li-ion BESS use-cases varies sig-
nificantly across the EMEA region. This is reflected on having general
regional tendencies towards specific applications. Moreover, not all
countries and/or areas of each zone have ongoing or planned storage
systems.

The main current trends are showcased in Fig. 2, where it is possible
to distinguish between Europe (except the Iberian Peninsula, France
and Greece), the Middle East and North Africa (MENA), and Sub-Sa-
haran Africa. Europe has the most developed energy markets, which
include well-defined balancing markets and can present favorable traits
for C&I applications. The MENA region, similar to the Iberian Peninsula
and France (mainly because of its islands [40]), encompasses many

Table 2
Technically feasible applications of large-scale Li-ion BESS connected to any
level of the electric network or to isolated microgrids.

FTM Grid Services Balancing
Mechanism
(Ancillary Services)

Enhanced Frequency
Response (EFR) – only in
the UK
Firm Frequency Response
(FFR) –only in the UK
Frequency Containment
Reserve (FCR)
Automatic Frequency
Restoration Reserve
(aFRR)
Manual Frequency
Restoration Reserve
(mFRR)
Replacement Reserves
(RR)

Passive Balancing Imbalance Netting
Power Quality Voltage Support
Black Start

Wholesale Market Market Arbitrage Day-ahead Market
Intraday Market

Renewables
Integration

Time Arbitrage
Forecast Error
Correction
Ramp Control

Transmission
System

Peak Generation
Replacement

Congestion Relief

Distribution
System

Resource Adequacy Grid Stability
Upgrade Deferral
EV Charging Support

BTM Commercial &
Industrial

Increase PV Self-
Consumption

Time Arbitrage
Ramp Control

Tariff Optimization Peak Power Reduction
Backup Power Power Outages
UPS Power Quality

Aggregation Virtual Power Plant Grid Services
Wholesale Markets
Demand Response

Microgrid Off-grid Diesel Abatement
LCOE Optimization
Increase in
Renewables Share

Grid-connected Grid Backup

Fig. 2. General Li-ion BESS market overview of the EMEA region: main existing
(or potential) use-cases.
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remote locations that face expensive and sometimes complex energy
supply, which in combination with very auspicious environmental
conditions - especially when considering large-scale PV plants, is
pushing the usage of batteries for renewable energy integration. Lastly,
the less developed grid infrastructure in Sub-Saharan Africa, in addition
to the vast amount of remote locations with no electricity network
access, opens a promising opportunity for off-grid microgrids. This is
also applicable in the specific case of Greek islands, which are to a large
extent isolated from the continental grid.

Regional conditions have a different impact on Li-ion BESS im-
plementations, wherein Europe is by far the most diversified and
complex market in terms of present battery use-cases. To get a better
understanding of existing projects as well as potential implementations,
each region is reviewed in more detail next.

3.2.1. Europe
During the last decades, electricity markets have been opening up

creating opportunities for the participation of BESS, especially when
considering primary frequency regulation within ancillary services.
Furthermore, high prices and/or penalties for peak demand periods,
low PV costs and potential aggregation programs are raising the interest
in C&I applications. However, the market layout as well as regulation
frameworks vary with the country, which is why the presence of Li-ion
battery projects is far from being homogeneous across Europe. The
present market outlook in Europe is depicted in Fig. 3 according to
information from [9], showing leading markets, existing implementa-
tions and known potential opportunities.

The UK and Germany are undoubtedly the leading countries for
large-scale Li-ion BESS implementation for both ancillary services and
C&I use-cases, not only in terms of installed systems but also presenting
the largest energy storage units in Europe as listed in Table 3 [24]. The
UK is the first European country that has opened a fast frequency re-
sponse market as part of its grid services (EFR - enhanced frequency
response) in order to mitigate constant frequency deviations because of
being disconnected from the European continental electricity network.
This proves to be very favorable for BESS since EFR requires asset ac-
tivation within 1 s. Therefore, more than 200 MW of equivalent battery
systems have been awarded in tenders for EFR in 2018. Furthermore,
the primary frequency regulation service (FFR - firm frequency re-
sponse) also requires a faster activation time than the rest of Europe (10
s vs. 30 s). Until very recently, the UK also featured a capacity market
with long-term contracts, where more than 500 MW of equivalent BESS
have been awarded contracts starting in 2020 according to Clean
Horizon [41]. In terms of C&I use-cases for batteries, the UK has very
favorable conditions because of sorely high tariffs on peak demand
periods based on triad mechanisms. On the other hand, Germany has a
well-functioning market for primary frequency regulation, especially
with the open cooperation with neighboring countries (France, Austria,
Switzerland, Belgium and the Netherlands), which has been pushing the
implementation of more than 150 MW of equivalent storage systems
during the last three years [41].

The third most relevant European market is France, which focuses
on renewable energy integration. This is because France has numerous
isolated islands and remote locations (mostly former colonies) where
conventional energy resources based on fossil fuels can be very ex-
pensive. Therefore, the integration of renewable energy enhanced by
BESS can have a very positive environmental impact and reduce the
present levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) [42]. Until now there have
been several awarded tenders for islands summing up more than
60 MW of storage implementation, including Corsica, Guadeloupe,
Guyana, La Reunion, Martinique and Mayotte [43]. Note that these also
include overseas regions, which are administrated by the French gov-
ernment.

There are several other countries and regions in Europe which also
present existing and/or potential implementations of Li-ion storage
solutions. Both Belgium and Italy have large-scale BESS with the aim to

provide primary frequency regulation. Examples of these are the
18 MW Terhills project in Belgium [44] and the battery systems im-
plemented in the south of Italy including the islands of Sardinia and
Sicily summing up almost 20 MW [10]. Besides, there are several
emerging markets with potential Li-ion BESS implementation due to
recent initiatives or energy market changes. Examples of such are the
high imbalance prices in the Netherlands, the capacity market opening
in Poland, promising ancillary services in Finland, island microgrid
initiatives in Greece [45] and the Sincrogrid project in Slovenia/Croatia
[46].

3.2.2. MENA
The Middle East and North Africa is the region with the least on-

going Li-ion BESS projects in comparison to other areas within EMEA.
Some of the reasons for the lack of present projects are monopolized
energy markets, very little investments and political as well as eco-
nomic instability [47]. However, MENA does show a very significant
potential for large-scale renewable energy integration (it accounts for
45% of the worldwide renewable energy potential [48]) which has been
kicked-off with several PV power plant projects. An example of this are
the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Saudi Arabia that plan to increase
their share of renewable resources to a large extent [49]. One of the
leading countries for Li-ion storage implementations is Jordan, with an
ongoing 12 MWh Li-ion battery project in the mid-east region of the
country, as well as a planned 30 MW BESS by the Ministry of Energy
through a tender process [50].

3.2.3. Sub-Saharan Africa
The African continent, especially the Sub-Saharan region, has a fa-

vorable potential for the implementation of isolated microgrids. The
two main reasons are that many areas do not have an extensive

Fig. 3. Li-ion BESS market overview of Europe: main existing (or potential) use-
cases per country, given concrete market regulations.
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electricity network infrastructure, and on top of that the existence of a
large amount of remote locations. This results in having many hospitals,
airports, factories, mines, hotels, lodges, public spaces and entire is-
lands that are either completely dependent on diesel generators or have
no electricity access whatsoever. Having this in mind, microgrids are
not a real replacement for developed nation-wide electric grids, how-
ever, they can be very beneficial under certain circumstances. For this
reason, the implementation of microgrids has been undergoing a big
growth - the amount of people served by energy from microgrids on a
global scale has increased by a factor of ten during the last decade [51].
This has resulted in the implementation of many microgrid projects
including PV, storage units and diesel generators scattered across the
African continent. Even though the size of this type of BESS is rather
small in comparison to large-scale systems dedicated to grid services or
renewables integration, the number of small projects that include Li-ion
batteries tends to be higher than FTM grid-connected implementations,
and usually have clear economic viability. Furthermore, according to
Navigant Consulting, the currently installed microgrid capacity in
Africa and the Middle East is going to increase by 500% in the following
10 years [52]. Up till now, there have been numerous microgrid pro-
jects in Botswana, Cape Verde, Chad, Equatorial Guinea, Kenya,
Mauritania, Namibia, Nigeria, Seychelles, South Africa, and many more
[53].

4. BESS use-case analysis

The implementation of large-scale Li-ion batteries is highly depen-
dent on several factors related to energy markets, geography and spe-
cific needs in combination with rather complex revenue schemes. As
mentioned in previous sections, there are only a few and very specific
BESS use-cases that are being executed based on their potential prof-
itability and are directly linked to specific geographies. Now, the im-
plementation of these Li-ion BESS projects is correlated with specific
requirements that enable a viable business case. In this section, each of
the four present use-cases is going to be analyzed in order to identify
and discuss the drivers that are defining the pursuance of present
projects. However, before focusing on each use-case, both the cost
structure as well as revenues in terms of added value will be determined
in order to obtain a better understanding of the viability of the use-
cases.

4.1. Levelized cost of storage

The levelized cost of storage (LCOS), similarly to the LCOE, is an
indicator that quantifies the cost of energy storage systems, which can
be done in relation to their dispatchable energy in MWh, or with respect
to the available power in kW-year. This normalization provides a robust
indicator of the existing costs per produced energy over the lifetime of
the asset, or yearly available power, that can be used to compare dif-
ferent technologies and simplify the evaluation of economic feasibility.
Before determining the LCOS computation, it is important to

understand which cost components are relevant for large-scale Li-ion
BESS (see Fig. 4).

The capital costs of Li-ion BESS include the battery itself and the
EPC process. The hardware of the battery can be subdivided in the DC
system (cells, modules, packs, DC converters, BMS, cabling, etc.) and
the AC system (HVAC, inverter, transformer, cabling, etc.). The capital
expenditures (CAPEX) for large-scale Li-ion batteries corresponding to
the DC system, based on known data and estimations distinct research
studies and consultant reports ([12,41]), have been declining sig-
nificantly during recent years. Currently, these costs are close to 300
€/kWh, with expectations to further decrease reaching 250 €/kWh in
2020. The trend of Li-ion BESS cost is depicted in Fig. 5, and compared
to the gradual increase of global stationary storage deployments [54].

Next, because of the nature of electrochemical batteries, augmen-
tation of the system also needs to be included in the overall cost. BESS
are subject to charge and discharge losses regarding round-trip effi-
ciency as well as gradual degradation over time due to their usage in
terms of cycling, which could cause a disruption in the required em-
ployment for a particular use-case. Therefore, augmentation refers to
the necessary expenditures to maintain a specific amount of usable
energy over the lifetime of the system, either doing initial oversizing or
restacking modular components. The operational costs of battery sys-
tems cover operation and maintenance, charging of the storage system
(accounting for losses cause by overall efficiency) and extended war-
ranty. Lastly, there are also additional costs that are relevant such as
taxes, especially when considering grid connection expenses, and pos-
sible debts due to initial investments.

Unlike the LCOE, there is no standardized definition of the LCOS
due to the nature of energy storage systems - the fuel costs are

Table 3
Largest commissioned Li-ion BESS in Europe by 2018.

Rank Project Name Power Energy Location Main Application
(MW) (MWh)

1 Roosecote 50 50 UK Frequency reg.
2 Jardelund 48 50 Germany Peak replacement
3 Glassenbury 40 27.3 UK Frequency reg.
4 Port of Tyne 35 n/a UK Frequency reg.
5 Tynemouth 25 12.5 UK Frequency reg.
6 Pen y Cymoedd 22 16.5 UK Frequency reg.
7 Broxburn 20 n/a UK Frequency reg.
8 Lunen 15 22.5 Germany Frequency reg.
9 Walsum 15 22.5 Germany Frequency reg.
10 Bexbach 15 22.5 Germany Frequency reg.

Fig. 4. Illustrative cost of Li-ion BESS projects including: system, augmentation,
operational, and investment expenditures.

Fig. 5. Indicative trend and future projection of global Li-ion BESS CAPEX (DC-
system) and total system deployment.
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expressed as charging costs, which are highly dependent on the con-
sidered energy market and use-case. Furthermore, it is possible to
benchmark LCOS with several indicators: required discharge price
(minimum discharge remuneration to cover all costs), required price
spread (minimum difference between charging and discharging price to
cover all costs) or required operational profit (minimum required profit
to cover all costs without accounting for energy losses) [55]. For the
purpose of the present analysis, the LCOS that is used as a price in-
dicator has been defined in terms of energy using (1).

=
+ + + +

+
LCOS

CAP Aug OP Tax i
E i

MWh
( )·(1 )

·(1 )
[ / ]t t t t t

t

t t
t (1)

Wherein the levelized cost of storage is appraised in €/MWh. All
related costs follow the same structure as indicated in Fig. 4, being CAPt
[€] the capital expenditures in year t, Augt [€] the augmentation costs
in year t, OPt [€] the operational expenditures in year t and Taxt [€] the
additional costs in terms of taxes and debts in year t. The annual dis-
patched energy by the battery system is depicted as Et [MWh], and i
represents the discount factor. Aside, the LCOS based on power can be
determined with a very similar formulation as defined by (2).

=
+ + + +
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Here the BESS cost is the same as in (1), but instead of accounting
for the total dispatched energy, the computations are based on annual
available power in kW. Note that the relation between power and en-
ergy is defined by the Crate of the battery (rate at which the battery is
discharged in relation to its maximum capacity), and can differ for
distinct applications. P [kW] designates the available power, and T the
total number of years considered in the LCOS evaluation as the sum of
all individual t.

In accordance with the formulation of (1) and (2), it is very difficult
to recreate indicative LCOS prices that are illustrative for all Li-ion BESS
use-cases. The LCOS is completely dependent on project-specific cir-
cumstances based on the system typology, manufacturer, energy
market, project layout, involved stakeholders and location.
Nevertheless, since the purpose of the analysis is to give a qualitative
overview for a better understanding of present large-scale Li-ion battery
implementations, it is possible to define LCOS estimates based on ex-
isting projects. More detailed cost-benefit evaluations of BESS sizing for
distinct applications can be found in [35]. In accordance with the es-
tablished LCOS from Lazard [17], indicative LCOS prices for 2018 have
been approximated as depicted in Table 4, taking into consideration the
average battery costs of existing projects and a discount factor of 8%.
Note that the LCOS for grid services has not been taken from Lazard,
but was extrapolated from known values based on the required battery
Crate for the application in most European markets.

The levelized cost of storage is expected to be significantly higher in
BTM applications in comparison to FTM due to the smaller unit size
which increases the normalized system cost. Microgrids also reflect a
slightly increased LCOS because of higher system complexity translated
in larger CAPEX and OPEX. Lastly, it is important to take into account
that the relation between LCOS based on energy and power is highly
dependent on the battery Crate. Because of this, the LCOS related to
power is expected to be much lower for grid service applications than
for renewables integration, since primary frequency regulation usually
requires 1C systems (1 MW/ 1 MWh) [41] while time arbitrage for
integrating RES is rather based on C/4 configurations (1 MW/ 4 MWh)
[56].

4.2. Revenue streams

The revenue streams of existing Li-ion BESS in the EMEA region, as
already mentioned in previous sections, can be rather complex de-
pending on multiple income sources. Furthermore, these sources are

often very specific to where BESS can provide value within the energy
system. For instance, wholesale market participation on predicted day-
ahead auctions as a single source of revenues, similar to the use-case of
the majority of conventional energy generators, could never work for
large-scale Li-ion batteries. Taking into account the estimated LCOS for
FTM applications of 235 €/MWh, it is not possible to create a profitable
business case with average day-ahead energy prices ranging from 30
€/MWh - 80 €/MWh in Europe [57]. This is because almost all types of
energy generators have a lower cost than Li-ion batteries, whose tech-
nological advantages do not present any value within the use-case. On
the contrary, this would be quite different in applications that for in-
stance require unpredictable activation with a fast response from the
involved assets.

For all use-cases, it is very important to understand how the added
value of Li-ion battery systems is monetized. Within any liberalized
market, the most cost-effective technologies that are capable of pro-
viding a specific service, are the ones driving market prices or re-
munerations. Note that this might also happen in some monopolized
markets. Hence, from a technological point of view, there are many
areas where Li-ion BESS are advantageous in comparison to other
technologies. However, if these technological benefits are not regulated
within any specific environment or market, the added value cannot be
monetized. Within FTM and BTM applications this is usually correlated
with the market structure and applicable policy framework, whilst in
the case of microgrids, it is more governmental and geography driven.
Since large-scale Li-ion batteries used for grid applications are rather
new, there are not many use-cases yet where their advantages get re-
munerated. Such an example is the enhanced frequency response ser-
vice in the UK which requires an activation speed that most conven-
tional generators are not able to achieve. Besides, special incentives
and/or penalties for peak demand charges that can only be covered by
shifting energy produced from PV panels in C&I use-cases favors the
nature of any storage system.

The low number of applications that monetize the advantages of Li-
ion batteries makes economically viable business cases difficult.
Nonetheless, the operational flexibility of electrochemical energy sto-
rage systems allows the participation in several applications, either si-
multaneously in time or co-optimized. This trait has expanded the
present implementation of battery projects improving the number of
feasible use-cases - having several income sources, but also compli-
cating the overall revenue scheme. Furthermore, these type of projects
are to a large extent not only based on known revenues, but also on
potential or speculated income as well as non-monetized value. Based
on this, a typical revenue scheme for a Li-ion BESS project can be il-
lustrated in Fig. 6.

Currently, battery projects are mostly based on two, or even more,
known revenue streams, which all together are added up to construct a
profitable business case. However, in some cases it is the potential
revenues or the non-monetized added value that can be the decisive
driver to overcome the existing LCOS. The distinct quantitative and
qualitative revenue streams are defined below.

• Existing revenues - Revenues which are either known before the
realization of the project or can be accurately estimated. Existing
revenues can either be based on awarded and/or likely long-term
contracts, expected remuneration from present market status, or

Table 4
Estimated LCOS per use-case of Li-ion batteries in 2018.

Levelized Cost of Storage (LCOS)

FTM - Grid services 235 €/MWh 83 €/kW-year
FTM - Renewables integration 235 €/MWh 330 €/kW-year
BTM - Commercial & industrial 750 €/MWh 375 €/kW-year
Microgrids 305 €/MWh 850 €/kW-year
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possible savings when considering peak demand reduction and fuel
curtailment.
• Potential revenues - Potential revenues are those which are based on
speculation about the future evolution of market prices and/or
policy changes. These revenues cannot be quantified at this moment
in time, but they might suppose a significant revenue augmentation
in the future. Since Li-ion battery projects usually have an expected
life-time ranging between 10 and 20 years, potential revenues can
play a very significant role. However, they always include possible
uncertainty, which is why they require a thorough risk assessment.
• Non-monetized value - Besides monetized revenues, added social,
environmental or technological value can also be a driver for the
implementation of Li-ion systems. This can happen when there is a
specific need which is more important than actual economic prof-
itability. Examples of these are the pursuance of sustainability to-
wards low carbon emission, either personal or governmental, as well
as required energy supply in remote locations that have neither
access to electricity nor viable diesel supply.

4.3. Business cases

The present implementation of large-scale Li-ion BESS within the
EMEA region is portrayed by four main use-cases that have fostered the
realization of projects. In this section, each use-case is analyzed in order
to get a better understanding of present viability while evaluating the
associated requirements for the business case to work, the present and
future potential of the involved storage applications, the overall risk
and the key decision drivers that push the implementation of Li-ion
batteries within the case. Note that the indicative results from each
analysis are subject to the generalized LCOS assumptions described in
Section 4.1; therefore, given project-specific BESS sizing and costs, the
outcomes are likely to change.

CASE 1 - FTM Grid services
Use-case: Primary reserve (FFR/FCR) co-optimized with imbalance

netting, potentially improved with capacity market revenues.
This use-case is based on the combination of primary frequency

regulation, passive balancing (or intraday market participation) and
potential revenues from long-term capacity market contracts. The main
focus within this type of projects is usually the participation in FCR or
FRR markets, while extending the revenues through smart state of
charge management, and capacity market contracts when available.
However, future market trends are pointing towards higher energy-
based balancing markets. The main requirements, potential risks and
key drivers of the use-case are depicted in Fig. 7.

In order to make this use-case viable, the most important require-
ment is to have a liberalized ancillary services market which allows the
participation of BESS in primary frequency regulation. There might be

some exceptions where monopolized markets owned by governments
can also consider battery systems for this purpose, but so far it has not
been the case. Moreover, the liberalized market also needs a beneficial
regulatory framework (defined requirements for assets) in order to
create added value for Li-ion BESS. This can be translated in fast re-
sponse requirements (e.g.<10 s for FFR in the UK [58],<30 s for FCR in
central Europe [59]), short deployment duration requirement for up
and down frequency regulation (e.g. 30 min in France, 60 min in
Germany [41]) and short deployment windows (e.g. expected 4 h de-
livery periods in central Europe instead of present weekly format [60]).
Within all situations where a more flexible balancing market structure
is present, BESS have accentuated advantages. First, for shorter de-
manded reaction time, batteries are more beneficial due to their very
fast response. Second, for the shorter required duration of primary
frequency regulation, batteries can be sized smaller (same nominal
power with less available energy) while obtaining the same revenues.
Last, for shorter delivery windows, BESS present high flexibility in
terms of market participation, allowing the engagement in distinct
deployment periods and/or markets. Furthermore, compensation
schemes can also have a noticeable impact on the present income, such
as the difference between paid-as-bid and paid-as-clear [61].

The remuneration of primary frequency regulation is based on re-
served capacity during a specific time (deployment window) where the
asset has to be available to correct fast frequency deviations when re-
quested. Under the condition that awarded auction prices for primary
frequency regulation are high, the use-case for Li-ion batteries can be
very profitable. During the recent years, market prices for FFR in the UK
and FCR in Germany have reached values close to 20 €/kW/hour,
which has pushed many Li-ion BESS implementations because of high
remunerations and advantages of battery storage technologies. An il-
lustration of the possible revenues based on the market price can be
seen in Fig. 8, which assumes an availability rate of 90%. Note that
these results are qualitative and do not represent precise data since
revenues are dependent on actual market participation and LCOS on
project-specific costs.

As it can be observed, the use-case for primary frequency regulation,
taking into account FCR/FFR prices close to 20 €/kW/h, is indeed very
profitable. However, there is also a high associated risk. Initially, when
BESS did not represent a big share within frequency regulation markets,

Fig. 6. Illustrative revenue streams of Li-ion BESS resulting from application
stacking.

Fig. 7. FTM grid services - overview of the use-case.
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prices where driven by competing technologies (mostly gas turbines)
which require a higher cost to provide the same service. Nevertheless,
due to the law of competition within liberalized markets, the higher the
integration of Li-ion BESS within ancillary services, remuneration
prices for FCR and FFR are going to decrease approaching the cost for
batteries to provide the service, causing market congestion [62]. Fur-
thermore, ancillary service markets are very limited in size, preventing
market growth. At this moment in time, prices have already decreased
significantly in the main markets including the UK and Germany (up to
33% FCR price decrease in recent years [63,64]), being mostly around
10 €/kW/h - 15 €/kW/h. Therefore, the general market trend is
pointing towards a significant price decrease within the next decade
based on present tendencies. Nonetheless, the participation in primary
frequency regulation also entails an important advantage - the actual
activated power is on average significantly lower than the contracted
capacity. Based on recent studies about FCR activation in Belgium, on
average the capacity use stays below 10% of the reserved power during
90% of the time [65]. This activation factor is highly dependent on the
frequency variations within the considered region, but under any cir-
cumstances below the contracted power capacity. This means that Li-
ion BESS participating in primary frequency regulation have the po-
tential to simultaneously participate in other applications (assuming
sufficient energy availability).

The implementation of smart SoC strategies, either through passive
imbalance netting or wholesale intraday market participation, can
provide additional revenues within the present use-case. For all appli-
cations, the main challenge is unpredictability (short time periods
where large price spreads can happen) as well as required activation
speed, which can be the time between the gate closure and delivery
period in intraday markets (lead time down to 5 minutes [66] for assets
without TSO notification requirement) or instantaneous passive im-
balance netting. According to this, BESS have significant advantages
over distinct technologies in terms of response time and flexibility. Si-
milar to day-ahead market participation, the aim here is to capture very
high price spreads. However, because of the sometimes unpredictable
net imbalance occurrences, imbalance prices (as well as intraday bids),
can be very volatile. Taking into account the indicative Li-ion LCOS
related to energy within Grid Services which is around 235 €/MWh
(Table 4), any price spread above that can lead to very high revenues.
The volatility of imbalance prices, similar to other energy market
prices, is very dependent on the prevailing conditions among different
countries. For instance, Belgium has been showing very accentuated
imbalance prices every week during 2017 with prices above 300
€/MWh [67] - considering average power prices close to 35 €/MWh it
makes a considerable profitable source of income. Furthermore, overall
imbalance prices are expected to increase with the gradual integration
of more distributed energy resources (DER), whereby the participation

in balancing markets is becoming very relevant for the use-case. Lastly,
additional revenues can be obtained from potential capacity markets,
which designate long-term contracts with retribution based on standby
capacity availability. This is one of the main reasons why the FTM Grid
Services use-case had a noticeable impact in the UK.

The key implementation of Li-ion stationary storage projects in Grid
Services, similar to most traditional FTM energy generators, is purely
focused on profitable investments. Therefore, the main drivers that
enable this use-case are based on known revenues and speculation on
potential income. Furthermore, most investors focus on obtaining a
very fast payback with high IRR (Internal Rate of Return), which con-
ditions future market congestion - most projects rely on present primary
frequency regulation. This can be very controversial since it will not
allow a sustainable use-case in the near future [63,64]. As a result,
many implemented BESS initially driven by FCR/FFR prices are already
shifting to intraday market participation.

CASE 2 - FTM Renewables integration
Use-case: Time arbitrage, forecast error correction and ramping in

combination with possible grid services in remote and/or isolated locations.
This use-case is based on the integration of large-scale renewable

resources, such as PV plants or wind farms, in remote locations or is-
lands. The purpose of implementing BESS is to improve the dispatch-
ability of RES: shifting energy production to consumption (time arbit-
rage), forecast error correction to reduce disruptions due to
unpredictable weather changes, and ramping to maintain constant
power output during fast production fluctuations. Furthermore, in some
cases, grid services can be stacked on top of the previous applications.
The use-case overview of renewables integration is depicted in Fig. 9.

The existence of high renewable energy potential is indispensable
for the implementation of viable Li-ion BESS for large-scale RES in-
tegration. Moreover, up to date, these applications are only profitable
in remote or completely isolated locations which present elevated en-
ergy costs of traditional generators due to expensive fuel transportation.
This is because time arbitrage based on continental wholesale markets
alone cannot justify the expenses of a battery system (see Section 4.2.).
In addition to that, the value of other applications such as forecast
correction and ramping could not compensate for the big gap in re-
quired revenues for a profitable business case. An illustrative example
of the dependence on energy costs is represented in Fig. 10, where the
LCOE of coal plants [68] (often implemented on remote islands) is
compared to the LCOS of Li-ion BESS. As it can be observed on the
graph, the potential for savings from Li-ion BESS, even when

Fig. 8. Indicative revenues from FCR/FFR vs estimated LCOS of Li-ion BESS in
the grid services use-case.

Fig. 9. FTM renewables integration - overview of the use-case.
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accounting for remote locations such as islands, is very narrow. The
overall cost of conventional power plants is significantly lower than the
LCOS of Li-ion technologies. This is still the case for increased fuel
prices due to additional transport and raw material expenditures. Note
that this is only applicable for the LCOS of Li-ion BESS, the LCOE of
renewable resources can be lower and more competitive with gen-
erators based on fossil-fuels in isolated locations.

The main driver for the implementation of BESS for renewables
integration is therefore not based on direct savings, but on the benefits
when combined with renewable resources as well as the added value of
enhancing a low emission environment. Furthermore, the addition of
grid services can significantly improve the overall retribution scheme.
Under any circumstance, expensive conventional energy generators and
inconvenient fuel transport are still required to justify project im-
plementation with regards to overall feasibility. Hence, the key drivers
can be defined as the known benefit of Li-ion BESS and the need for RES
integration. BESS can facilitate RES to increase their load coverage
time, strengthen against weather variability and maintain the power
output during fast weather fluctuations. Besides, existing requirements
on reducing CO2 emissions enhance the need for RES, and consequently
energy storage systems. This last point can be very relevant for gov-
ernments, which are gradually creating roadmaps towards the elim-
ination of fossil fuels.

During recent years, several public tenders have been opened for the
implementation of BESS with the purpose of large-scale renewables
integration on islands. Without any doubt, France has been leading on
this with present projects on Corsica as well as several Caribbean is-
lands within overseas territories such as Guadeloupe and Martinique.
However, being dependent on governmental initiatives poses a sig-
nificant risk for the use-case. Without economic support from public
entities to pursue the goals of integrating RES, this type of projects is
rather unlikely to happen. In practice, this can be defined as a barrier
rather than a risk, since governmental support schemes for renewable
resources are often inefficient or nonexistent [69]. However, this use-
case does have a considerable potential for the future considering a
large available market and existing value for sustainability. Once gov-
ernmental subsidies are better defined and the LCOS decreases, large-
scale renewables integration can have an important impact on Li-ion
BESS implementation.

CASE 3 - BTM Commercial & industrial
Use-case: Peak demand reduction and self-consumption in combination

with possible Grid Services through aggregation.
The C&I use-case is mainly based on providing peak power demand

reduction to avoid power charges as well as elevated energy prices
during high demand periods. Notwithstanding, it can also combine this
with prolonged self-consumption based on renewable DER performing
time arbitrage, and possibly participate in Grid Services through

aggregation programs. The overall outlook of the use-case is summar-
ized in Fig. 11.

The core requirements for the feasibility of the C&I use-case are a
very volatile consumption profile as well as very high peak demand
charges. The first point is very much related to the topology of Li-ion
BESS, whose price is directly linked to the total size in terms of stored
energy. Batteries can be very effective to lower short price peaks - re-
ducing large peak power spreads within a short duration, which means
that the required initial cost is relatively low in comparison to the given
impact. On the contrary, slightly reducing prolonged high power per-
iods which requires a very long duration battery would have the op-
posite effect. An illustrative example of the potential to reduce peak
demand charges with BESS on volatile load curves is depicted in
Fig. 12.

When considering the second point, peak power charges usually
need to be enhanced through additional penalization or incentives in
order to enable an economically viable battery implementation. A very
simple example to showcase the need for additional revenues can be
made comparing the LCOS of Li-ion batteries with the potential savings
from energy tariff prices. Spain is taken as an example location since it
has a notorious potential for small-scale PV implementation, with

Fig. 10. Potential savings from BESS to enhance renewables integration in re-
mote locations - coal plant LCOE vs. indicative LCOS of Li-ion batteries in FTM
Renewables Integration.

Fig. 11. BTM commercial & industrial - overview of the use-case.

Fig. 12. Illustrative tariff savings reducing peak demand with BESS in C&I
applications.
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average demand tariff prices close to 8.5 €/kW-month [70] (similar to
many countries in Europe). The estimated LCOS in terms of battery
power for C&I applications is approximately 375 €/kW-year (Table 4).
Taking into account a potential peak power reduction of 50%, and an
average annual peak demand price of 102 €/kW-year (based on the 8.5
€/kW-month), the generated profit from a Li-ion BESS would be close to
51 €/kW-year, which is very far away from covering the given LCOS.
Note that this is an illustrative example, as in real-life projects, the
economic feasibility will be affected by further revenues from energy
savings as well as potential grid services. However, very often addi-
tional regulations that penalize peak demand periods are needed to
justify the use of batteries. A good example for this is the UK which has
a very complex tariff structure, where several additional charges are
applied to compensate for peak demand periods. These include charges
for the usage of distribution (DUoS) and transmission networks
(TNUoS) [71], charges for the utilization of distribution networks for
generators (GDUoS) [72], extra charges during high demand time
periods to recover costs of running the Capacity Market (CM Levy) [73],
and peak power charges based on Triads (price charge in accordance
with the three highest half-hour settlement periods with maximal
system demand) [74].

C&I applications can be very beneficial for Li-ion BESS under the
right circumstances, and even more when considering the possibility of
Virtual Power Plants (VPP) operated through aggregation for market
participation in ancillary services. However, there are also associated
risks which cannot be neglected - dependence on tariff structures,
governmental subsidies and policy regulations. There are no long-term
contracts that ensure any given revenue or saving, meaning that the
price retribution scheme from which battery systems can profit can
disappear as fast as it was introduced in the first place. A representative
example of this is the creation of the so-called ”sun tax” in Spain during
October 2015, which instead of favoring small-scale PV systems for self-
consumption purposes, charged them for making use of solar energy
instead [75]. This change in regulation, that by now has already been
abolished (October 2018), completely eradicated the possibility of
having economically feasible C&I use-cases in one of Europe’s countries
with the largest PV potential.

The key driver for the implementation of batteries in the C&I use-
case is without a doubt the possible economic benefit in terms of tariff
savings. Nevertheless, speculation on future price evolution and reg-
ulatory changes, as well as added non-monetized value from enhanced
sustainability, do also account as decision drivers making it the most
interdisciplinary case. All in all, this type of investments are based on
profitable business cases in combination with added value rather than
the fulfillment of any given need.

CASE 4 - Off-grid microgrids
Use-case: Diesel abatement in remote and/or completely isolated loca-

tions.
The off-grid microgrid use-case is based on the reduction of diesel

utilization in remote places which require energy supply and are subject
to very high diesel prices (often due to difficult transportation). The
main traits of the use-case are listed in Fig. 13.

Isolated microgrids are the simplest use-case in terms of clear fea-
sibility. It is applicable to any remote location that has the need for
electrical energy consumption and currently depends on diesel gen-
erators or do not have any electrification yet. Based on the given diesel
prices, it is possible to asses the profitability of Li-ion BESS in micro-
grids as a function of diesel cost savings. Fig. 14 showcases a compar-
ison between energy generation costs of a diesel engine, assuming an
overall efficiency of 35%, and the estimated LCOS of Li-ion batteries
implemented in microgrids.

For any scenario where diesel prices are at least 1 €/L - 1.2 €/L,
batteries are more than viable in order to reduce overall LCOE of mi-
crogrid systems based on PV (or other renewable source), storage and
diesel generators. Note that the exact crossing between energy gen-
eration cost from gensets and LCOS is only indicative and can vary

depending on project-specific conditions. Furthermore, the blended
LCOE of PV and storage, which is significantly lower than the LCOS, can
drive down the required diesel price for a viable business case. This
results in a very good business case for isolated islands that tend to have
diesel costs close to 1.5 €/L, obtaining a benefit of around 31%.

The present potential of microgrid implementation is very notice-
able. First, there are many remote locations within the EMEA region,
especially in Africa as well as Mediterranean islands, that could profit
from microgrids. Second, gas prices tend to increase based on general
market prospective, which enhances the value of energy independence.
Lastly, similar to large-scale renewable integration, there are several
governmental roadmaps that aim towards energy independent islands
based on clean renewable resources, creating numerous future oppor-
tunities.

The main source of risk for microgrids is their technical complexity,
which is sometimes interpreted as immature technology, and prevents a
larger number of implementations. Besides, regulatory frameworks are
often not well defined since microgrids are rather new in several re-
gions. Nevertheless, microgrids are slowly getting settled as the number
of successful implementation increases lowering the mentioned risks.

The implementation of microgrids, and therefore possible usage of
Li-ion batteries, is based on key drivers that differ considerably from
investment-ruled projects (maximizing profit within short time) that
often rely on speculation such as in the case of Grid Services and
sometimes C&I cases. Off-grid microgrids are almost always installed
out of an existing need in combination with a very well known business
case. However, there can be exceptions where the value of clean energy
generation surpasses a non-profitable business case, which can some-
times happen in private projects driven by environmental awareness.

5. Future Li-ion BESS Outlook

The future outlook of Li-Ion BESS implementation within the EMEA
region is highly dependent on the impact of present use-cases, gradual
technological development, constantly changing policy frameworks and
energy market regulation. Therefore, in order to get a better foresight
on possible future Li-ion BESS market trends, it is important to under-
stand the factors that influence the realization of large-scale battery
projects. These include the following: technological advancements in
terms of expected Li-ion battery improvements, system cost reduction,
development of competing technologies, changes in grid codes, energy
market structure, governmental regulations, present investments in

Fig. 13. Off-grid microgrids - overview of the use-case.
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battery systems, increase of RES and DER (prosumers), and potential
new use-cases.

5.1. Technology development

Large-scale Li-ion BESS systems are undergoing a very fast techno-
logical improvement due to a significant research push. This will lead
towards increased system performance as well as continuous cost re-
duction (limited by raw material prices). Nonetheless, there are several
other energy storage technologies which are also being developed at a
fast pace and might be able to compete or even surpass Li-ion batteries
for specific use-cases.

First, from a purely technical point of view, there are several ex-
pected developments in terms of new system layouts and material im-
provements on the cell chemistry level. According to the European
Commission, targets for Li-ion batteries include the achievement of an
energy density up to 350 Wh/kg and specific power of 5 kW/kg [39]
within the next decade. This accounts for an improvement of approxi-
mately 50% with respect to present numbers. One way to influence
specific energy and power is by developing further the Li-ion cell
chemistry, even though that can only have a limited impact under
present conditions. Li-ion cells have concrete energy and power
boundaries based on their electrochemical properties, wherein existing
values are not too far off from theoretical limits. Therefore, little margin
for improvement is left on present used cell types - unless a complete
different chemistry is considered. What can make a bigger impact is the
design of new physical layouts in order to fit more cells in less space
creating very compact BESS.

Future targets also aim to significantly increase potential life-cycles
of Li-ion batteries, which is very important in stationary storage ap-
plications that require system durability of 15–20 years. Until now, LFP
battery cells have a very promising potential to achieve higher cycling
[76]. This is one of the reasons why LFP is gaining relevance within
BESS manufacturers. Nonetheless, LFP cells have a lower specific en-
ergy (90 Wh/kg–140 Wh/kg) with respect to implemented Li-ion bat-
teries based on Nickel Cobalt Aluminum (200 Wh/kg–250 Wh/kg) and
Nickel Manganese Cobalt (140 Wh/kg–200 Wh/kg) [19].

Technological developments are not only reflected in terms of per-
formance improvement, but will also lead to a constant decrease in
system costs. These are highly correlated with scaling the production in
an efficient manner and improving system design [77]. The present
prices of Li-ion batteries have declined by nearly 40% based on known
market data [41] during the last five years. Future expectations are
following a similar path; Bloomberg estimates another 30% reduction
by 2025 and 52% by 2030 [78].

The abundance of materials implemented in large-scale Li-ion BESS

is a factor that noticeably influences the future technological develop-
ment. The overall Li-ion battery market - accounting for all applications
(not only stationary storage), has an annual growth of 26% [12], whilst
raw materials to produce the cells are limited. Therefore, a possible lack
of primary resources to manufacture different types of Li-ion cells is an
existing risk. Unlike many beliefs that worldwide lithium production
will soon run short with increasing market growth of Li-ion batteries,
lithium is not a critical material at this point in time. Expectations are
that lithium is going to be sufficient for the 21st century [79], even
though it might be critical when looking at long-term predictions.
Furthermore, many of the remaining materials implemented in Li-ion
cells, such as Aluminum, Iron, Manganese, Nickel and Carbon, are not
critical now and are not expected to be in the future. However, this is
not true for cobalt, which does not present sufficient resources to face
the growing market demand. Because of this, manufacturers of Li-ion
batteries for stationary storage applications are slowly trying to reduce
the dependence on cobalt, either decreasing shares of cobalt within
NCA and NMC cell chemistry, or promoting the implementation of LFP
cells. Besides, recycling is also going to play an important role in order
to confront the lack of cobalt resources [19].

Lastly, the future development of Li-ion BESS is also dependent on
the future improvements of competing energy storage technologies. So
far, there are many different types of energy storage systems that are
either implemented in real applications or are currently under devel-
opment [80]. These can be classified in mechanical, electrical, electro-
chemical, chemical and thermal storage. Not all of them will compete to
the same extent with Li-ion BESS because of very distinct technological
advantages and applications in terms of available power, energy, life-
time and physical design. Examples of energy storage technologies that
focus on distinct applications are thermal energy storage, which is most
efficient when coupled to heat related power sources, or Pumped Hydro
Energy Storage (PHES), that has a significant geographical impact. Out
of all existing energy storage technologies, there are several which are
either already competing, or might be a promising alternative for Li-ion
batteries in the future. These are listed in Table 5, indicating their
corresponding energy density, specific power, round-trip efficiency and
expected lifetime [81].

At this moment in time, Li-ion batteries represent the best com-
mercially available energy storage system in terms of trade-off between
specific energy, power, efficiency and cycling. Even though many sto-
rage technologies have appealing characteristics, often surpassing Li-
ion batteries (see Table 5), most of them are not commercialized under
these specifications yet. This enables the usage of Li-ion technologies in
many distinct applications, which as a consequence eases scaling up the
production. However, other energy storage technologies are expected to
catch up on this head start with future improvements. Supercapacitors
and superconducting magnetic storage have potential for short duration
use-cases, while flow batteries are promising for long duration appli-
cations. Note that these three technologies are considered within the

Fig. 14. Potential savings from diesel reduction based on fuel price - diesel
generation cost vs indicative LCOS of Li-ion batteries in microgrids.

Table 5
Overview of distinct energy storage technologies: potential competitors for Li-
ion BESS.

Technology Energy Specific Efficiency Lifespan
density power
(Wh/kg) (W/kg) (%) (Years)

Compressed Air 3.2–60 2.2–24 57–89 20–40
Flow Batteries 10–90 5–166 60–88 2–20
Flywheel 5–200 400–30000 70–96 15–20
Li-ion 30–300 8–2000 70–99 2–20
Lead Acid 10–50 25–415 63–90 3–20
Hydrogen 100–1500 2–150 10–85 1–10
Pumped Hydro 0.3–1.33 0.01–0.12 65–87 20–80
Sodium-Sulfur 100–240 15–260 65–92 5–20
Supercapacitor 1–85 1–100000 65–99 5–20
Superconductor 1–75 1–15000 80–99 20–30
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same market niche of modular storage systems that have a low impact
on geography or required physical space.

To conclude this section, it is relevant to mention second-life EV
batteries, which are expected to influence future project deployments.
So far, their presence in stationary storage implementations has been
rather restricted, despite some pilot projects such as the 22 MW system
installed at the Pen y Cymoedd onshore wind farm in the UK [82].
However, as the number of available second-life BESS increases, due to
the present boom of EVs, it is likely that an increased proportion of re-
used batteries for grid applications will be observed in the future [83].
Nevertheless, given that the cell chemistry of EV batteries has been
designed for mobility applications with limited cycling requirements in
comparison to most stationary storage systems, second-life BESS are not
well-suited for all possible use-cases as they might face severe energy
degradation and therefore, limited lifespan [84]. Hence, depending on
the considered application and location of the resources, it is important
to assess the trade-off between reusing and recycling EV batteries.

5.2. Grid code, energy market structure and governmental regulations

The regulatory frameworks of applicable grid codes, energy markets
and governmental regulations are substantial drivers within the future
implementation of Li-ion BESS. Independently of technological im-
provements and cost reductions, energy storage system use-cases are
always bound to existing grid codes (requirements for generators),
volatile electricity prices dependent on market rules, and governmental
subsidies and laws.

Grid connection codes are relevant tools in order to determine the
requirements that any generator connected to the electric network
needs to fulfill. As for now, with the exception of pumped hydro sto-
rage, energy storage systems have not been implicitly recognized in the
Requirements for Generators (RfG) within the European Grid Code
(commission regulation 2016/631) [85]. This has left space for some
opportunities as well as many obstacles when it comes to product cer-
tification, having unclear applicable requirements. Notwithstanding,
this will change in the near future - the working groups of the European
Network of Transmission System Operators (ENTSO-E) are in the pro-
cess of redefining the European Grid Code with initiatives from the
European Association for Storage of Energy (EASE) [86]. Aside, several
TSOs have already included energy storage systems under the same
applicable RfG regulations as Power Park Modules (non-synchronous or
power electronic connected generators) in their corresponding loca-
tions. This is an improvement in comparison to not having any ap-
plicable regulations. Some of the given terms are not coherent with the
nature of energy storage technologies.

Energy market regulations determine the revenue structure from
both wholesale and balancing markets, conditioning how the added
value of BESS can be monetized. Therefore, changes in market network
codes can influence the possible use-cases for Li-ion stationary storage
systems significantly. This is applicable to the general market layout as
well as specific points for energy storage. Some of the general rules that
are critical for battery systems include market window closure, acti-
vation time, deployment periods and the possible creation of local
markets. All in all, the more flexible the market is in terms of short-term
decision making, fast activation and short deployment times, the more
advantages of energy storage systems will be recognized. On the other
hand, considering the specific market network code for energy storage,
several changes are expected since a regulatory framework is not ex-
istent yet. The main points of discussion are currently focused on de-
termining a proper definition of energy storage (including all technol-
ogies), clarity on market access rules, possible long-term contracts and
the avoidance of double taxation [87]. Once these items are properly
established, the conditions of market participation for energy storage
systems are expected to improve.

Lastly, imposed regulations from national and regional governments
also play a major role within the future implementation of Li-ion BESS.

The main areas of interest where governments are involved include
taxation of energy usage and system operation within BTM use-cases,
and the provision of incentives for the enhanced introduction of re-
newable resources, both small and large-scale. The impact of taxation
can be either positive or negative depending on the specific applicable
rules, awarding the introduction of local generation or creating charges
for the implementation of DER. The provision of subsidies for renew-
able energy integration does always have a positive effect on future
BESS projects creating a larger number of opportunities. These are
critical for the viability of many use-cases, and expected to slowly in-
crease with governmental initiatives taking into account milestones of
low carbon emission road maps [69].

5.3. Future market trends

The future evolution of Li-ion BESS within the EMEA region, besides
being bound to upcoming technological and regulatory changes, is also
affected by present project implementations and new arising opportu-
nities. This is because existing projects can have an impact on possible
market saturation. Furthermore, initiatives from entities that are in-
volved or interested in stationary storage solutions (battery manu-
facturers, utilities, TSOs, DSOs, EPC contractors, investors and end-
users) can accelerate the introduction of new applications. The overall
market growth rate, according to present studies from Delta, is expected
to be between 40% and 50% annually in Europe [10]. Meanwhile, both
MENA and Sub-Saharan Africa are foreseen to follow up at a slower
rate. Note that this increase is not equally distributed for all existing
and new possible use-cases. Based on the present market status, fore-
seen technological developments, gradual cost reduction, regulatory
changes and existing initiatives, an indicative trend of the future
growth of Li-ion BESS use-cases is displayed in Fig. 15. Both existing
applications as well as new potential use-cases are included.

The existing applications refer to the previously discussed use-cases
from Section 4.3. Each of these is expected to have distinct long-term
tendencies. FTM Grid Services are constrained by the limited market
size and decreasing remuneration of primary frequency reserve. This is
driven by the introduction of more energy storage systems that gra-
dually lower existing prices which were initially determined by the
operational costs of gas plants. Given that Li-ion batteries can be very
beneficial within grid services, there will be many potential opportu-
nities in new markets. However, existing markets such as the UK and
Germany are expected to experience the effects of saturation in the near
future. Under these circumstances, BESS that are (or will be) deployed
in known markets are likely to shift their focus towards wholesale
market participation - intraday and passive imbalance netting. This is

Fig. 15. Indicative long-term future evolution of Li-ion BESS use-case im-
plementation within the EMEA region.
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supported by the fact that wholesale market prices are estimated to
increase significantly. According to the International Renewable Energy
Agency [88], prices are going to double in comparison to present values
[89].

Both FTM renewables integration and BTM commercial & industrial
applications will likely increase their implementation rate at a slow
path. Storage systems used to integrate renewable energy resources
have a promising future, both in terms of environmental value and large
potential market. However, many of these projects are tied to govern-
mental support which does not always increase at a fast pace. From an
end-user perspective, C&I applications are catching the interest of many
entities that value the independence from elevated energy bills with
volatile prices while enhancing sustainability. In particular, the im-
plementation of power purchase agreements (PPAs) can improve the
attractiveness of such projects. According to studies from Bloomberg,
PPAs have increased by a factor of ten within the past five years in the
EMEA region [90]. Nevertheless, the economic feasibility of this use-
case is dependent on applicable tariffs, which can vary significantly
over time, either enhancing the value of batteries or de-rating it.

Complete off-grid microgrids are expected to follow the current
tendency of growing fast in the near and long-term future. The use-case
has proven to be very effective to tackle high diesel prices in remote
locations, and the number of existing and potential opportunities is very
widespread. Furthermore, the very compressed and modular Li-ion
batteries present a significant commercial advantage in front of any
voluminous system [91].

Aside from the existing use-cases, there are several new applications
which are expected to become more relevant within the near future.
These include distribution grid resource adequacy, small scale BESS
aggregation, and grid-connected microgrids for backup. Until now,
none of them has proved consistency within the EMEA region due to
high associated costs or complexity. Notwithstanding, both interest and
demand are high, which is why they will presumably play an important
role in the future Li-ion battery deployment.

Resource adequacy has always been of major technological interest.
Both solving energy transmission congestion as well as grid stability
problems, without modifying the network infrastructure nor increasing
generation capability, can be very appealing. Nevertheless, this appli-
cation is still far from being economically feasible due to cheaper so-
lutions such as demand response and controlled power electronics in
DER [92]. Furthermore, it is rather complex to quantify revenue
streams when considering the nature of the application - avoiding
possible costs from future demand increase. However, this might
change with a fast increase in circulating EVs and installed DER. BESS
can be a simple solution to perform peak shaving on large EV charging
stations or avoid grid disturbances due to power injection from small-
scale generators in highly populated areas. On top of that, other ap-
plications can easily be combined with resource adequacy having
known and/or expected peak demand periods.

Aggregation programs are not only a promising idea, but many in-
itiatives are already working on the creation of VPPs combining small
battery sites. The benefit is based on the concept of grouping several small
to medium-scale energy storage systems, through which new applications
can be added on top of the BTM use-cases. These include most FTM ap-
plications: provide grid services, participate in wholesale markets and
support resource adequacy [93]. The present analysis has only focused on
large-scale Li-ion BESS implementation excluding residential units, how-
ever, these are going to play a major role in aggregation programs. An
example of such is the aggregation project from the German battery
company “Sonnen”, which has a network of 30,000 residential BESS in
Europe. With this, they have the capability to create a VPP with a capacity
up to 300 MWh. After contacting all German DSOs for approval, they are
refining the plan to provide grid services [94].

Lastly, BTM back-up solutions are expected to grow at a fast pace
within the future. The application is very case-dependent, whereas the
economic business case is related to the leveraged value that electricity

back-up can provide in specific locations. Examples of such are data
centers, where each second of power loss supposes a significant cost, or
hospitals which cannot tolerate power outages while treating patients.
The aim of Li-ion BESS is to replace expensive diesel generators and old
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) systems to improve response time
[95]. Until now, some barriers for the expansion of Li-ion BESS in this
application within the EMEA region have been an immature market as
well as complex certification requirements. However, this is highly
likely to change in the near future with an increasing need for fast back-
up solutions.

6. Conclusions

Li-ion battery energy storage systems (BESS) have become im-
portant assets within electric networks in Europe, the Middle East and
Africa (EMEA) during recent years. Stationary storage systems based on
Li-ion cells have significant technological advantages in comparison to
present commercially available energy storage solutions, pushing to-
wards a combination of high energy density and specific power. The
advantages result in modular battery systems that occupy rather little
space and are easy to implement. Taking this into account, the possi-
bilities for battery applications are many from a technological point of
view.

The real-life implemented use-cases of Li-ion BESS are rather little
in comparison to all potential applications. This is because Li-ion based
batteries are an expensive technology, which requires elevated income
sources on top of added non-monetized value to justify their im-
plementation. As for now, the main use-cases are focused on the com-
bination of applications within four areas: front-of-the-meter (FTM)
grid services, FTM renewables integration, behind-the-meter (BTM)
commercial & industrial and off-grid microgrids. The deployment of
energy storage systems for the use-cases is not homogeneous across the
EMEA region, presenting different tendencies in Europe,the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA), and Sub-Saharan Africa.

Each of the four use-cases does only work when specific require-
ments are met. These are related to market prices and regulations,
applicable policies, governmental subsidies, cost of alternative tech-
nologies, location accessibility and environmental value. All in all,
battery systems can be very beneficial, but it is important to understand
which are the needed revenue streams that allow the economic feasi-
bility of energy storage projects.

The future outlook of Li-ion BESS is promising, facing continuous
growth in project implementations. Technology advances, cost reduc-
tion, policy changes and new opportunities will define the future de-
velopment of stationary storage. Some of the present use-cases are
likely to congest in the following years, while several new feasible
applications will appear. At any rate, competing technologies are going
to play a major role across distinct use-cases, narrowing the gap in
technological advantages.

To conclude, Li-ion BESS are a very promising technology to enable
a gradual shift towards decentralized power generation based on re-
newable resources. So far, their presence within the EMEA region is
increasing at a fast pace. However, it is important to understand how
different use-cases work and what is needed to create added value as
well as an economic benefit. Under most circumstances, Li-ion battery
projects are not economically feasible. Those that are, usually rely on
complex revenue schemes in order to achieve financial viability.
Nevertheless, the impact of Li-ion BESS is undoubtedly significant
within the future evolution of electricity networks to accomplish a large
share of clean energy generation.
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